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In April 2013, I wrote about the Nunnery
Committee in Roxbury. They weren’t the only
convent affected by the “Know Nothings.”
This article explores the confrontation in
Lowell that resulted during the rising
anti-immigrant movement in the 1850s.

——When five Sisters of Notre Dame arrived in Lowell, Massachusetts on September 21st, 1852 to teach at the St. Patrick
Church parish school, they could not have known the city was a tinderbox waiting to be ignited.
For several years, tensions had been mounting between recent Irish immigrants and the local people. During the last two
decades, the city—like almost every other city in the state—had gone through a dramatic rise in population. In 1828, the census
recorded approximately 3500 people, of which about 500 were Irish. By 1850, there were over 33,000 people in the city and
the Irish immigrants made up more than 11,000, 33 per cent of the city.
Certainly there were other factors involved in the continued increase in population. Lowell was becoming known throughout
the country and the world for its textile factories. The Lowell “factory girls” had been recruited since the 1820s; the owners’
solution for cheap labor were girls and young women who could be paid less than men. Many of these young women sent a
portion of their wages home to help their families. As more factories were built, more labor was needed. When the first Irish
immigrants arrived in Lowell during the worst of the potato famine, most of the residents responded with sympathy. People of
Lowell and other nearby communities sent money and food to the starving people of Ireland. But by the late 1840s and early
1850s, that sentiment began to shift and the Nativist or American party [so called to support native born Americans and to
work against immigration], also known as the “Know Nothing Party,” swept into power in 1854.
Part of the growing animosity had to due with the deep family loyalty the Irish felt—most sent a portion of their wages home
to Ireland in an effort to bring other family members into the U.S. Family loyalty might have been understood, and praised in
the ’factory girls,’ but wages earned in the U.S. being sent overseas enraged many. In 1848, the Lowell City Report stated that
the people of Lowell should, “scatter them [the Irish] away from Lowell, with advice and even by compulsion, by withholding
from them charity.” But the Irish immigrants continued to pour into Lowell, desperate for work. To qualify for work at the mills,
however, applicants had to produce a certificate of public school attendance. On the one hand, the new immigrants were eager
for their children to attend school; on the other, they feared it was a Yankee plot to pull their children away from their Catholic
beliefs.
And then, in September 1852, Sisters Desiree, Rose, Frances, Stanislas and M. Honorine arrived to open a free Catholic
school. Within 3 days, 300 children were enrolled. In addition to the regular curriculum of the day, the Sisters also instructed
the children for preparation for First Communion and Confirmation. Beyond this work, though, the sisters soon realized that with
so many of the mothers working in the mills, a good number of the children could not attend because “younger brothers and
sisters were left in their charge at home.” Another issue for the children who attended was the distance some had to travel. So
“the Sisters advised their parents to supply the children with bedding and table furnishings, and let them spend the night at the
convent, returning home only at the end of the week. To this the parents consented. . .”

And then the rumors began to spread in late May and early June of 1854 that the Know Nothings would arrive to burn
down the church and convent. All the Sisters knew of the 1834 attack on the Ursuline convent in Charlestown, resulting in it
being burned to the ground. Another such attack seemed all too possible. Terrified, the Sisters sent all the children home,
expecting a mob to attack any time. They assembled small bundles if it became necessary to flee. A signal was agreed
upon—one peal of the church bell would inform them that a mob was nearing. Days passed this way until a morning in early
June when that dreaded peal rang out.
The Know Nothings had arrived “but they had not counted sufficiently on Irish loyalty and vim. When just within sight of
St. Patrick’s they {the Know Nothings] were attacked by some strong armed Irish men and women—Yes women, for these
led the attack. . .a sinewy matron unable to restrain her indignation had seized upon one of the leaders of the gang and
flung him over the railing floundering into the water below. The rest of the gang made the best of their way out of the mob.”
Things settled down to an uneasy truce. But the harassment continued throughout the rest of the year. Several times,
groups arrived insisting on inspecting the convent. They were “filled with politeness but this was only a ruse to spy on our
classes and to try to make laws in order to take the children away from us. Finally on March 26 [the same day as the
Roxbury convent inspection] the legislature sent a delegation, not only to visit the classes but also our dormitories and all
the nooks and crannies of the house. They arrived by carriage, more than a dozen gentlemen with the Mayor of the city
accompanying them. At first that made us a bit fearful, but they acted politely. We showed them the classes and they asked
to see the dormitories. We brought them to the dormitory of the boarders. They looked and searched everywhere in the
small attics, as if they were after some prey, but they were not satisfied. They asked if there were not other dormitories to be
seen. . . We sent for Fr. O’Brien and [he} arrived. . . and told them positively that they would not go into our living quarters. . .
They argued. . . and left dissatisfied, but nothing came of it. . . “
Life finally settled down into a normal routine. Sr. Desiree was granted permission to accept permanent boarders and to
open up the boarding to younger children whose mothers worked in the mills—“too young to enter any of the classes, they
were kept in a large room supplied with amusement and toys and subject to a kind of kindergarten surveillance. ..altogether
a pleasant home provided for them.” This became one of the earliest, if not the earliest, day care center in the United
States.
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